
SWOT ANALYSIS GUIDE

When you need an overview of your business, the market, or a new feature idea, SWOT analysis is exactly what you
need. SWOT analysis is a time-tested tool that helps you navigate problems by making an honest evaluation of your
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

SWOT analyses may also be done simultaneously at different levels. Examples include high employee
turnover, weak sales performance, lack of a clear branding strategy, poor cash flow, inefficient processes, and
others. SWOT Worksheet. Very often factors which are described too broadly may fit both strengths and
weaknesses. What resources do you have? If you are doing a SWOT with a team, it might be helpful to draw
the frame work on a whiteboard or project the SWOT so everyone is able to see and contribute. A SWOT
analysis is a tool you can use both personally and at work to evaluate and make decisions about a particular
subject. Click an approach on the left to navigate to it Most Significant Change Approach primarily intended
to clarify differences in values among stakeholders by collecting and collectively analysing personal accounts
of change. Position yourself as an expert focused on this market, which very few agencies can claim to do. If
you are doing this exercise with a team, it can be helpful to have everyone participate. Subscribe to our free
newsletter , or join the Mind Tools Club and really supercharge your career! One level focused on the
location, such as the city that wants to attract investors. SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats and is a structured planning method that evaluates those four elements of an
organization, project or business venture. How does your audience, industry or market view your company? If
you decide to use them in your report or presentation, cite your source. Think in terms of product, service,
finance, brand leadership, technology, company culture, and related areas. Everything listed in your analysis
should be in a bulleted format. Factors should be action orientated. SWOT is an acronym which stands for:
Strengths: factors that give an edge for the company over its competitors. How do stakeholders view your
brand, product or service? Additionally, it facilitates making supplementary or alternative plans, contingency
plans, and so on SWOT Question and Checklist We can conduct the SWOT analysis by answering the group
of similar questions depending on the context or nature of the problems you would like to solve for each of the
four components: Strengths Identify skills and capabilities that you have. The most visible opportunities and
threats appear during the market changes. The reports can be incomplete, outdated, or even factually wrong.
Here are some examples subjects for analysis: January performance of inside sales team Personal readiness to
acquire an executive assistant job Evaluating social media marketing strategy Draw the SWOT framework.
Work through each square. The goal was to decide how to use its research results to influence government
decisions. Therefore, the company must always follow the actions of its competitors as new opportunities and
threats may open at any time. What are your specialties? Some questions you might ask to understand threats
are: Is market health expected to be bad or turbulent? Conduct background research. How to perform the
analysis? Persuade clients to hire your company on an ongoing basis rather than for a one-time campaign.
What are the external opportunities and threats in your industry and its environment? At the start of a project,
it's important to get a handle on the current situation. Any threats into opportunities? Improve weaknesses by
taking advantage of opportunities. Opportunities: favorable situations which can bring a competitive
advantage. You have made great strides toward improving your business this year. If you need to, simplify
your points. They also change their existing strategies or introduce new ones. When carrying out your
analysis, be realistic and rigorous. Opportunities Our business sector is expanding, with many future
opportunities for success. In the bottom-left square, you will record threats. Click an approach on the left to
navigate to it Collaborative Outcomes Reporting An impact evaluation approach based on contribution
analysis, with the addition of processes for expert review and community review of evidence and conclusions.


